
 

                                         

TP8. GROUNDING AND BONDING OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

Duration: 01 Day 

Overview: 

This course is designed to provide applied skills to the participants in addressing various grounding and 

bonding issues both at regular and pathological situations related to DC/power frequency, transient and 

signal systems 

Who should attend? 

Engineers, senior technical staff and technical administrative staff in Power generation, transmission and 

distribution, Communication industry, Broadcasting companies, Building construction, architect and civil 

engineering, Government engineering sectors, Insurance sector, Banking, civil administration and other 

service sectors, Defense technology, Outdoor construction and operation, Maintenance and safety 

engineering, Ports, airport & aviation and hydrology, Leisure parks and recreation (Golf courses, swimming 

pools, stadiums, etc.), Petrochemical industry, Hotels, hospitals and office premises, Control systems and 

automation industry, and other related research, industries and services 

At Course Completion: 

At the end of the successful completion of this event the participants will be able to design regular 

grounding systems for a given application, identify appropriate locations and techniques of bonding, adopt 

special techniques and materials to solve pathological grounding cases such as extremely high resistive soil, 

unstable earth layers, on-rock sites etc., conduct troubleshooting and maintenance record keeping 

Outline: 

Lesson-1: Various types of grounding systems, significance of frequency response, resistance and 

impedance, soil types and stratifications 

Lesson-2: Measurement and analysis of ground resistance and soil/ground resistivity and its’ 

seasonal/regional variation, designing of Type A, Type B and other types of electrode systems, suitability of 

a system for a given landscape. 

Lesson-3: designing of electrode configurations for extremely high resistive ground, Ufer ground, grounding 

for towers, switchyards, space restricted utilities, high risk installations etc., trade of between safety and 

EMC 

Lesson-4: Long term characteristics of backfill materials and soil treatment agents used for earthing 

improvement, design criteria and critical parameters of earthing grid substations, switchyards etc. (large 

scale earthing networks), Maintenance and inspection of large scale earthing systems, Integration and 

coordination of LP, LV and signal earthing systems at a given installation, prevention of material erosion in 

acidic and high salinity soil conditions, transient couplers, Measurements and testing as per IEEE Green 

Book and IEEE Emerald Book 

 


